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Press Release 
 
Qumulex® Partners with Sentry Enterprises®, Offering a First-Of-Its-Kind 
Biometric Credentials Along with Qumulex QxControl 
 

Fishers, Indiana, December 6, 2021 – Qumulex, makers of the cloud-based QxControl unified Video and 

Access Control platform, announced a new partnership with Sentry Enterprises, a U.S. based manufacturer of 

the SentryCard; a self-contained biometric platform designed for proof-positive identification for both 

physical and logical access control. With this new agreement, Qumulex offers Sentry Enterprises products 

directly on their pricelist and is immediately available to Qumulex partners and distributors. 

 

By partnering with Sentry Enterprises, added Tom Buckley of Qumulex, “Qumulex can now provide their 

authorized resellers with a highly differentiated proof-of-identity solution for access control, without the need 

to rip out or replace existing infrastructure.” The SentryCard line includes the full suite of industry standard 

interfaces, whether HID Prox, iClass, Seos or DesFIRE EV2. 

 

Designed from the ground up to be a unified, cloud-based, physical security solution for both video and 

access control, QxControl delivers a robust, easy-to-use, mobile-first experience. It is a fully unified video 

management and access control system that is delivered as a Progressive Web App (PWA) that runs on any 

device with a browser and can be deployed on-premises or in the cloud. 

 

“We believe in Qumulex vision for unified video management and access control.  Adding the SentryCard’s 

‘proof-of-identity at the edge’ will further secure QxControl without impacting the end-user’s experience”, 

added John Calzaretta, President of Sentry Enterprises. 
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About Sentry Enterprises  

Sentry Enterprises is a U.S.-based manufacturer with expertise in creating ultra-thin microelectronic security 

devices. The company offers a proprietary and patented platform focused on providing proof-positive 

identification whether accessing a building or computing network. Sentry Enterprises’ solution solves for 

numerous risks facing today’s enterprises, from biometric authentication to privacy, contact tracing and 

hygiene issues. For more information about Sentry Enterprises, please visit www.sentryenterprises.com 

 

 

About Qumulex, Inc. 

Designed for security integrators, Qumulex unifies video surveillance and access control, providing a 

transition to a mobile-first, cyber-secure service, recurring revenue, and the benefit of consistent customer 

lifetime value.  Qumulex provides a Unified Video Management and Access Control platform providing both 

in a simplified browser-based user interface, with flexible deployment options of All Cloud, All On-Premises, 

or Both, and is open platform to work with leading camera and access control hardware, with no proprietary-

product lock-in. https://www.qumulex.com  

 

http://www.sentryenterprises.com/
http://www.qumulex.com/
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